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ZINC-ALUMINIUM SPRAY PRIMER
Features

long-term protection against corrosion
good adhesion to metals
can be painted and spot welded
excellent anticorrosive due to high zinc and aluminium content
compatible with many different materials
silicone-free
fast-drying, smooth, non-porous film
can be re-coated
resistant to water, salt water, as well as weak acids and bases

Areas of application
As a permanent cathodic rust protection primer and long-term anticorrosive for metals exposed to corrosive influences. For
re-galvanising and repairing damaged areas on galvanised parts, as well as on drilling, welding and cutting points. The
firmly adhering and resistant coating is extremely weatherproof and is used as rust protection coating on metallic surfaces
such as downpipes, ventilation devices, steel superstructures and much more. Can also be used as primer on machine and
body parts in the automotive, bodywork, domestic, crafting, metalworking, metal construction, pipework, air conditioning
and ventilation technology and industrial sectors. 

TechnicalData
Colours silver
Shelf life 36 Months
Temperature Resistance +200

Usage Instructions
Application temperature: +10°C to +25°C. Shake can well before use. Remove coarse residues from the surfaces (e.g. by
sandblasting) and then thoroughly clean and degrease with PETEC Multi Cleaner (item no. 82100 or 82200). Apply an even
coat of PETEC zinc-aluminium spray from a distance of approx. 20 cm on the surface to be coated. After approx. 8 minutes,
the surface becomes dust- and touch-dry after 20-30 min. The entire drying process takes 24 hours. Coatings should only
be applied using suitable products and once the surface has fully cured. Varnishes and other media containing solvents
may inhibit or ruin the curing process. Always conduct your own tests to ensure that the product is suitable for each
application. Read the safety and technical data sheet! (Download the PETEC data sheets from www.petec.de)
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Package Sizes

Item no.: 71050
500 ml
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